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FEBRUARY 2021
Apparently, the meaning of the word February is linked to a Roman word relating to sacrificial
offerings, a time for cleansing and purification. Other earlier names for this month include
‘cabbage month’ (‘Kalemonath’… perhaps because there wasn’t much else on the menu at this
time of year?) and ‘mud month’, neither of which sound particularly appealing. Nevertheless,
Benjamin Williams Leader was able to see beauty in this late winter landscape, entitled
“February Fill Dyke”:

We were unable to celebrate Shrove Tuesday, with the customary pancake evening, in the
Clubhouse this year but can (hopefully) look forward to next year’s event with renewed
appreciation. I’m pleased to report, your dedicated Steward maintained his cooking and flipping
skills by producing breakfast pancakes in the socially distanced safety of our home, and I can
confirm they were delicious. Rest assured Graeme is closely following developments with
regard to hospitality venues and will let you know as soon as it is possible to reopen the
Clubhouse legally and safely. In the meanwhile, I trust the closure of Porth-yr-Aur is helpful to all
who are observing Lent?
This month’s bulletin contains an interesting article by the Vice Commodore about the Americas
Cup, a poetic contribution inspired by Locard’s exchange principle, from Nerys (daughter of
Brian & Sarah Roberts) and a new feature on ‘Islands of Britain’ which I’m hoping may inspire
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some of you to send in your own anecdotes, tall tales, short stories, pictures and any other
island related material you would like to share.

Firstly some very Sad News
We must report the death of Alwyn Davies, a long standing member of the RWYC. Alwyn’s
charismatic presence will be greatly missed and our thoughts are with his wife Carol and their
family at this difficult time.

Poets Corne
Nerys writes: “Usually you will nd me in a workshop or garden, sculpting using wood and found
materials. However recently I have been writing poetry. I challenged myself a while back by
making artistic pieces linked to Locard’s principle ‘every contact leaves a trace’. This recent turn
of events has enabled me to adapt my usual creative endeavours and put thumbs on screen/pen
on to paper
“Locard's Principle” by Nerys. Feb 2021
Locard's principle, every contact leaves a trace.
Has much meaning as we all walk this place.
Help prevent the virus from spreading by covering our face.
A point for us to notice our desire to remain in the race;
Stay at home just in case.
Split apart from loved ones, told to make space.
But those alone with only themselves we must retrace.
Rekindle friendships, call, or video chat that old mate
Send a voice message, or a photo of flowers in a vase
Personal well-being is a gift to haste.
Life should mean contact leaving a loving trace.
Notice the bird song, the quiet, that stillness we chased.
Talk of that walk that you love to now take
Hold still, slow down, be awake
No longer quarry for waste.
This moment is now, pause in the mortality of the old pace
Being doesn't mean running the human race.
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With thanks to Nerys. … For those of you who are interested (as I was), Dr. Edmond Locard
(1877–1966) was a pioneer in forensic science who became known as the ‘Sherlock Holmes of
Lyons’, in France. ‘Locard’s principle’ holds that the perpetrator of a crime will always bring
something to the crime scene and take something from it, providing useful evidence. He
formulated the basic principle of forensic science as: "Every contact leaves a trace”
It seems that our Vice Commodore has uncovered some intriguing evidence in respect of the
Americas Cup. …

Royal Welsh Yacht Club Commodore Owned Americas Cup
(from Tom Edge, Vice Commodore)

Let’s get the painful bit out of the way first by congratulating the Italian Team on a well
planned, well executed display of calm and collected sailing team work to win the Prada
Cup. Earning them the right to challenge Team New Zealand for the Americas Cup in
early March. The 170 year wait for a British come back continues, maybe next
time………..!!
Having followed the events in Auckland over the last few weeks both on TV and in the
press, it was surprising and enlightening to read in the North American sailing magazine
“Scuttlebutt” that a past Commodore of the Royal Welsh Yacht Club (RWYC) was the
original and only owner of the Americas Cup.
Our founding Commodore Henry William Paget, 1st Marquess of Anglesey (1768 – 1854)
purchased one of three similar solid silver ewers made by Royal Jewellers, R&S Gerrard
c.1848. One year after our Club was founded in 1847, he presented the cup to the Royal
Yacht Squadron as an undesignated trophy.
In 1815, despite being in Belgium getting ready to fight in the Battle of Waterloo, Henry
became a founding member of ‘The Yacht Club', based at the Thatched House Tavern, St
James, London, which eventually became the ‘Royal Yacht Squadron’. So even our
Senior Yacht Club started over a pint in the pub!
The Royal Yacht Squadron designated the trophy as “The One Hundred Guineas Cup”
awarded to the winner of the ‘Round the Isle of Wight Race’ on the 22 August 1851,
which as we know, was won by the yacht America against a fleet of British yachts. The
finish was watched by Queen Victoria and when she enquired as to who came second,
the now famous reply of “Mam, there is no second’’ was born. The winning syndicate led
by New York Yacht Club Commodore, John Cox Stevens, donated the trophy, now
renamed the ‘Americas Cup’, to the NYYC with a deed of gift as ‘’a perpetual challenge
cup for friendly competition between nations’’. The Cup is now held in trust by the winning
team and not owned by any individual.
It’s open to debate if the interpretation of “friendly competition’’ has been diluted
somewhat over the years, by the antics of various syndicates in the court room rules
wrangling.
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The Americas Cup awarded in 1851 makes it the oldest trophy in international sport,
preceding the modern Olympic Games by 45 years.
The following hyper link opens the full article written by Dr Hamish Fisher and published
by Scuttlebutt Sailing.
http://www.sailingscuttlebutt.com/2021/02/16/henry-paget-owner-of-the-americas-cup/
Within the article is a fascinating painting [see below], published in ‘Hunts Yachting
Magazine’ in December 1852, painted by T.G. Dutton, of Henry Paget’s cutter ‘The Pearl’.
It is shown off Caernarfon, flying the RWYC Ensign from the peak of her gaff, the Castle
is visible in the background with the bow just covering Porth yr Aur! The original painting
is held in the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, unframed and framed prints of
varying size are available from their web site.
The Pearl (113 tons) was built in 1819 by Philip Sainty, well known in the smuggling
fraternity for his fast cutters. Family Sainty were languishing in jail at the time and Henry
used his connections to obtain a Royal pardon to spring them all from jail to allow the
build. Some connections!!
We may need to amend our history to reflect our past Commodore’s association with the
Americas Cup, and possibly a new wall mounted, information board is required for our
visitors. Maybe we keep quiet about the smuggling association!

The Marquess of Anglesey’s cutter ‘Pearl’
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Did you know that …
Sir Harry Paget Flashman VC, KCB, KCIE is a ctional character in
Tom Brown's School Days (1857). Thomas Hughes portrayed
Flashman as the notorious Rugby School bully who persecutes the
hero, Tom Brown. The character of Flashman was later developed
by George MacDonald Fraser (1925–2008). In a series of books,
collectively known as ‘The Flashman Papers’. Fraser decided to
write the story of Flashman's later life, in which the school bully
would be identi ed as an "illustrious Victorian soldier". He gave
Flashman a lifespan from 1822 to 1915 and a birthdate of 5 May. He
also provided Flashman's rst and middle names, making an ironic
allusion to Henry Paget, 1st Marquess of Anglesey. (Ref: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Flashman - accessed on 28/02/2021

‘Islands of Britain’ – an alphabetical journey
In these restricted times many of us are reminiscing on our past travels. My 'claim to fame' is
that I visited 50 islands in my 50th year. … Maybe you can beat that number?
Not being a sailor myself, I walked, flew, 'ferried' and travelled on some weird amphibious craft. I
hope to complete another 10 before turning 60 - which, under current circumstances, is proving
to be more challenging than I expected!
Whenever I've told anyone of my island challenge, they have always been intrigued - so on that
basis I thought we could take a virtual alphabetical journey to the Islands of Britain - all
contributions very welcome.
Great Britain is a landmass, known as ‘Great’ because it is the largest island in the British Isles
(a collection of over 6,000 islands situated off the north-western corner of mainland Europe,
comprising: Great Britain, Ireland, the Isle of Man, Isles of Scilly and the Channel Islands).
So here we go with the letter 'A'
The Isle of Anglesey is the largest island in Wales and the 7th largest in the British Isles. The
port of Holyhead is on Holy Island, separated from the main island by the Cymyran Strait. There
are a number of smaller islets and skerries off Anglesey’s coast. Nelson is reputed to have said
that if you can sail a boat around Anglesey, you can sail a boat around the world.
Anglesey is divided from mainland Wales by the Menai Strait which can be crossed via the
Menai Suspension Bridge (designed by Thomas Telford in 1826) and the Britannia Bridge
(originally built in 1850).
The name ‘Anglesey’ may be derived from the Old Norse; either Ǫngullsey ‘Hook Island’ or
Ǫnglisey ‘Ǫngli's Island’. However, Ynys Môn, is the island's current Welsh name, so we will
return to this one for the letter ‘M’.
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The mighty Menai Suspension
Bridge (your editor pictured
here for scale)

A storm prevented my visit to Alderney in the Channel Islands.
The only other beginning with the letter ‘A’ that I have visited is St Agnes, a beautiful island in
the Isles of Scilly.
Here are a few photos taken there:

Griffin Rock

I see no ships!
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Song Thrush on St Agnes

Others I am aware of are: - Ailsa Craig, Auskerry and the Isle of Arran, in Scotland, as well as
Alney, a River Island in Gloucester.
Perhaps we could include ‘Albion’ an alternative name for Great Britain which has fallen out of
common use but leaves its trace in the Welsh name for Scotland, ‘Yr Alban’.
Do you know of any others?

Reference

Haswell-Smith, H. (2008) “The Scottish Islands” Cannongate Books Ltd. UK.
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Next month ... suggestions welcome for the letter ‘B’. Please send your anecdotes, tall tales,
short stories, pictures, etc, etc to: rwycbulletin@gmail.com

Happy St Davids Day!

Thank you again to all this month’s contributors.
Please submit any material for next month’s bulletin to: rwycbulletin@gmail.com

Stay safe & well !
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